COMMERCIAL QUALITY WHOLE HOME WATER FILTER SYSTEM

Utilizes innovative, salt and chemical-free technology to extend the life of plumbing fixtures and appliances while providing great tasting and gentle water at every point of use in the home. These self-standing units are equipped with self-clean automatic backwashing. Two models are available, read below to see which model is right for your home.

CUSTOMERS CONCERNED WITH CHLORAMINES CAN UPGRADE THIS PRODUCT.

Our non-chemically impregnated coconut based activated carbon has been surface modified during manufacture. Our product is 3 times more effective than competitive products and 15 times more effective than our standard HousePure media.

Upgrade to more complete chloramine removal! Add -CHL to the part number below

HousePure® Whole House Water Filter System

**Model 02**

**Part#** WI-HOUSEPURE-02

**WITH CHLORAMINE UPGRADE**

**Part#** WI-HOUSEPURE-02-CHL

*Shipping Wt:* 150 lbs.

**Dimensions**
- Height: 64"
- Width: 10"
- Depth: with bypass connected 14" (straight out) / 13" (90° up)
- Rough In Dimension: 57"

Recommended for homes up to 4,000 square feet.

**VALVE FLOW RATE:** 21 GPM
**EFFECTIVE SYSTEM FLOW RATE:** 12 GPM
**CONNECTION:** 1" NPT
Optional sweat yokes up to 1 1/4" at additional cost
1/2" discharge connection
**VALVE:** Standard home or light commercial application
**MEDIA:** 1.5 cubic feet, GAC (Granular Activated Carbon)
- 4.5 lbs, KDF-55

**CHL UPGRADE MEDIA:** 1.5 cubic ft, surface modified GAC
- 4.5 lbs, KDF-55

* Optional installation connections are available

**Model 04**

**Part#** WI-HOUSEPURE-04

**WITH CHLORAMINE UPGRADE**

**Part#** WI-HOUSEPURE-04-CHL

*Shipping Wt:* 180 lbs.

**Dimensions**
- Height: 65"
- Width: 12"
- Depth: with bypass connected 18" (straight out), 90° up or down
- Rough In Dimension: 55"

Recommended for homes 4,000 square feet and larger.

**VALVE FLOW RATE:** 35 GPM
**EFFECTIVE SYSTEM FLOW RATE:** 19 GPM
**CONNECTION:** 1 1/4" NPT
Optional sweat yokes up to 1 1/2" at additional cost
1/2" discharge connection
**VALVE:** Heavy-duty industrial
**MEDIA:** 2 cubic feet, GAC (Granular Activated Carbon)
- 4.5 lbs, KDF-55

**CHL UPGRADE MEDIA:** 2 cubic ft, surface modified GAC
- 4.5 lbs, KDF-55

* Optional installation connections are available